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ABSTRACT

At Michigan State University the two medical schools, College of Human Medicine (CHM; M.D. degree) and College of Osteopathic Medicine (COM; D.O. degree), have offered the same science courses to first year students for many years. Science departments report to both colleges, and the same faculty can effectively teach the content required in the first year of medical school. The faculty have created online resources to maximize student choice and learning approaches. For example, classroom lectures (audio and screen video) are recorded; online homework may contribute to the course grade; virtual microscope software and material for histology laboratory is available online in addition to computer-based laboratory sessions with instructors present; and many practice exams are available online. MSU is expanding to three new campuses during the 2008–2010 period. CHM will open a sister campus in Grand Rapids, while COM will open two branch campuses in southeast Michigan.

The goal is to make the learning experiences equivalent for all students at all campuses. Faculty, staff and administrators have met on a regular basis to discuss working toward a NSF CyberInfrastructure model where all basic science learning experiences (with the exception of gross anatomy lab) are available online. These online resources will be coupled with face to face learning as well. Currently, efforts to make course materials available online in the most effective manner are underway. Discussion about how to provide online communication channels is also progressing. Numerous debates have occurred on how best to facilitate student learning in multiple locations using new technology tools, recognizing the goal for students is not only to pass medical board exams but also to acquire life-long learning skills in an ever changing medical and science environment. The authors will share not only processes used, but also perspectives on best approaches and strategies to determine what students find effective.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview and Expansion at Michigan State University Medical Schools

At Michigan State University, the allopathic (College of Human Medicine; CHM; MD degree) and osteopathic (College of Osteopathic Medicine; COM; DO degree) medical schools teach the first year basic science courses jointly, with 356 students currently enrolled. The colleges are expanding in both number of students and number of locations, with goals to produce more primary care physicians that will practice in Michigan. CHM accepted 50 additional Year 1 students in fall 2007; those 50 will attend Year 2 classes at a new Grand Rapids campus in fall 2008. In fall 2010 there will be 100 students in East Lansing & 100 students in Grand Rapids at sister campuses. Two years ago, COM increased from 125 to 200 Year 1 students, and will accept an additional 100 students and create two new campuses in southeast Michigan in fall 2009.

With the planned expansions, each Year 1 basic science course will be delivering content to 500 students at four sites. High resolution videoconferencing will be used to broadcast lectures to multiple locations. This paper describes a planning process for curricular delivery and design of online materials for blended learning in selected courses, as well as student input into the important features of online materials and communication.

The process was introduced as the Basic Science Distance Learning Initiative (BSDLI). Faculty met on a regular basis to discuss general principles of online learning, strategies for blended learning, and the potential implementation of curricular delivery based on the NSF CyberInfrastructure Model. Principles defined to guide consideration of learning options for multiple locations included the preservation and enhancement of:

course and content quality
student learning options to accommodate lifestyles and learning styles
student learning efficiency and effectiveness

As part of the process, student surveys and focus groups were conducted to determine which approaches are important for students, and to assess effectiveness from the student point of view.

B. Cyberinfrastructure Model

The 'cyberinfrastructure' model is a term made popular by the National Science Foundation in 2007 [1]. The design of the cyberinfrastructure model is based on the need for super computing, instantaneous connectivity to all resources, and relationships among researchers, professors, observers and students. The MSU medical schools’ expansion focused on using Internet connectivity to build more extensive relationships among the four campuses. This model moves education beyond the current old school classroom based approach. A ubiquitous learning environment is envisioned which connects classrooms, workplaces, home, laboratories, corporations, government offices and others to offer a new open learning environment. These new models for learning should allow for further collaboration, promote the ability to model and visualize complex concepts, assess learning gains differently, and allow students to personalize learning environments to meet their needs. MSU envisioned the best way to approach cyberinfrastructure was to phase it in using a blended learning solution.

The cyberinfrastructure model is based on relatively new work from neuroscience and cognitive science. According to Bransford, Brown and Cocking, students' needs vary and it is incumbent upon experts to
build better learning systems [2]. These systems need to be active and offer students different ways than multiple choice tests to interact with learning materials. The learning environments need to recognize the various stages of learning and the opportunities to learn from each other rather than reliance on text based materials. While the “How People Learn” research did not specify any specific type of learning, online asynchronous learning allows faculty to offer more pedagogical approaches and better connectivity to students.

C. Blended Learning Solutions and Approaches

The MSU medical school expansion stimulated discussion of increased integration of online learning and classroom approaches. While the classroom has been a successful model, there are many reasons, including pedagogical ones, for choosing to integrate online learning. At least one definition of blended learning discusses the opportunities and challenges of blended learning.

A “blended course” is the integration of online with face-to-face instruction in a planned, pedagogically valuable manner; and not just a combination (addition) of online with face-to-face but a trade-off (replacement) of face-to-face time with online activity (or vice versa) [3].

Since 1998, the University of Central Florida (UCF) has been using a similar definition for its blended learning courses termed mixed-mode courses [4]. The UCF data reveal that blended learning is effective and can lead to higher student success (grades) rates in specific academic disciplines. In addition faculty seem to be very satisfied with teaching either blended or online as long as they receive training and academic support [5]. Research by Garrison and Kanuka posited that blended learning is not only an acceptable methodology but a transformative one for higher education [6]. This view that online learning technology could transform learning was also suggested by Bransford et al in their book on “How People Learn” [2]. Hiltz and Turoff also strongly support the view that the introduction of asynchronous learning networks to campus courses will be viewed as a critical breakthrough in improving learning [7]. McCombs & Vakili reached a similar conclusion because blended learning can lead to a more learner-centered education environment [8].

Online learning has been shown to be just as effective as classroom education and allows faculty an opportunity to rethink and redesign the course. When redesigning a course it is important to identify the distinct parts of the learning process: teaching, cognitive and social. Each of these parts and presences are critical to student success [9]. Using a “community of inquiry” model, teaching can spur the parts to collaborate and build, like the NSF CyberInfrastructure Model, a more dynamic learning environment.

The online learning environment provides students with structure when designed correctly. This environment affords students with clear instructions on what to learn and it requires them to participate fully in the learning process encouraging them to take more responsibility. The cognitive portion does remain similar to the classroom environment through testing and assessment. However, online methods can offer instructors the ability to track what students write or demonstrate online. In addition, the use of computer models or laboratory testing online offers not only a chance to assess students but a chance to offer students more practice, which is a critical part of long-term retention [11]. There are opportunities to problem solve through interactive cases studies or virtual patient simulations.
D. Blended and Online Learning in Medical Education

The role of blended and online learning in medical education has been recently summarized [12, 13]. These articles described results supporting the concept that online learning is at least as effective as traditional instructor-led methods (e.g. lectures). Thus, in medical education, as other components of higher education, “traditional instructor-centered teaching is yielding to a learner-centered model that puts learners in control of their own learning.” [12] An important element in development of interactive online resources for students is the creation of repositories or digital libraries to manage access to digital learning objects (e.g. images, diagrams, animations, interactive modules).

Implementation of asynchronous learning modules as part of blended learning strategies for science courses is very important, in part because of the large class size for many undergraduate and medical school science courses. A number of factors contribute to the large class size. Basic science faculty members’ at large institutions are often under pressure to obtain grant funding and conduct research; this leaves less time for teaching assignments. In many cases, especially medical schools, there is a strong desire from students to have standardized instruction from the same individual for a given course, and from the best teaching faculty. The best way to accommodate these issues is often by having large classes with lectures and exams provided by a few experienced faculty members. In courses with laboratory sessions, smaller groups are scheduled, usually with graduate teaching assistants playing a key role in the individual instruction. Since the objectives and methods of the lab sessions are planned by faculty, the variation may not be a substantive issue and the availability of multiple teaching assistants can assist students with different types of questions and level of understanding. Often the application and problem-solving that may occur in a lab session is important to the understanding of complex concepts. Lab experiences are difficult to simulate online, both because of the “hands-on” experiences in many lab sessions and because of the application of knowledge required with more variation in learner styles and skills. Thus, both large class sizes and the complex nature of science content contribute to unique challenges for blended learning strategies

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Process

A coordinated effort began in spring 2007 with involvement of multiple campus units, including administrators in both medical schools, MSU Global, Virtual University Design and Technology, Blended Curricular Learning Resources (CHM), Health Information Technology-Educational Technology, MSU Libraries, and teaching faculty. Regular planning sessions were held (usually twice per month). Besides lecture delivery, strategies were discussed for development of interactive digital materials that can be shared. These would include multimedia objects for use without copyright fees (e.g. from Health Education Assets Library). Requirements for faculty support and features needed in a local searchable repository of re-usable learning objects were discussed.

B. Student Survey

To determine student preferences and perceptions, input was obtained from Year 1 students about the most effective use of online options. An online survey was sent to students at the beginning of the second year, asking for input related to the first year of medical school. Following compilation of results from the online survey, two focus group interviews were conducted. In each college, the Year 2 student curriculum liaison recruited other students. There were 6 students in the COM focus group and 8 students in the CHM focus group. Questions were posed to obtain more in-depth information about lecture interactivity and presentation options, communication methods, and approaches to online learning resources. From written notes and an audio tape, comments were grouped into topics.
III. RESULTS

A. Strategies for Improvements In Courses

Development of online interactive modules has been planned and partially implemented for disciplines of biochemistry, physiology, histology, bacteriology, immunology, and neuroscience, with attention given to effective modalities for specific course objectives, focusing initially on difficult concepts. Faculty agreed it was important to make decisions on design and priorities according to pedagogical principles. (Some of the development described below was initiated prior to the Basic Science Distance Learning Initiative.)

1. Biochemistry

In the Biochemistry course, three lectures were replaced with online modules and a 2-hour interactive case conference using clickers was added. Faculty thought the new methodology achieved all goals, and replacement of additional lectures is planned.

2. Cell Biology & Physiology

In the Cell Biology and Physiology course, which includes histology, introductory histology laboratory materials were provided, along with online exercises that contributed a very small amount to the student grade. These exercises had to be completed prior to the laboratory session so that students would be prepared to participate in the session. In addition, there were quizzes using clickers at the beginning of lab sessions, to ensure that each student completed the online exercises independently. Faculty thought lab sessions were more productive and efficient and students were better prepared.

3. Neuroscience

In the neuroscience course, there were pre-recorded lectures (using Camtasia Studio) for selected topics that replaced several lectures. Some class time was devoted to case presentations with live patients in the classroom to reinforce concepts in recorded lectures. Faculty thought content delivery was effective and cases were valuable. Students were enthusiastic about the patient case presentations.

4. Microbiology and Immunology Course

Virtual Interactive Bacteriology Laboratory (VIBL) modules were designed to simulate activities in two bacteriology laboratory sessions. The modules demonstrated methodology for performing clinical lab tests for identification of organisms and gave students an opportunity to replicate the methods and interpret results. Faculty thought the simulations were effective, but should not replace live lab sessions. Students agreed. In addition, animations to illustrate immunology concepts are in progress.

B. Survey Results

1. Online Survey Results from Students

Out of 356 students, there were 159 responses (45% response). Selected survey results are listed below; the percentages of those choosing a given option are shown in parentheses.

For the lecture material, which learning materials do you use most often? (Select all that apply.)

coursepack (92%)
attending lecture (60%)
lecture recordings (audio & screen) posted online (45%)
scribe notes (43%)
reviewing powerpoint slides posted online (16%)
textbook (11%)

What parts of classroom lectures do you find most helpful? (Select all that apply.)
live presentation by faculty (64%)
live or video patient presentations (35%)
ote note taking (34%)
case studies (33%)
filling in blanks in the coursepack (31%)
questions from instructors to students (18%)
small group activities (9%)
hearing other people’s questions (3%)
opportunity to ask my own questions (3%)

Of the online resources that you’ve used in your courses, which do you find most helpful? (Select all that apply.)
lecture recordings – audio/screen video (90%)
practice exam questions and past exams (84%)
Other options had less than 14% selection.

Of the following online resources, which would you use if available? (Select all that apply.)
practice exam questions and past exams (87%)
lecture recordings – audio/screen video (84%)
online activities to practice with content and improve recall (41%)
online case studies (34%)
web-based tutorials on specific topics (28%)

2. Focus Group Results From Students

a. Lectures and Interactivity
Students agreed that large lectures in general are not very interactive. Use of an audience response system (clickers) can make lectures more interactive when the instructors use the system effectively, but technology problems can be very distracting. Examples of desired use included asking questions during the lecture and/or asking questions at the end as a self-test of understanding. Students also said that animations in lectures could make concepts easier to understand.

b. Communication/Collaboration
When students were asked about communication methods with other students, all said they used in-person communication. For other forms of communication, the number of students (14 total) who said they used each is as follows: phone — 13; e-mail — 10; instant messaging — 7. None of the students used chat
rooms, discussion forums, wikis, blogs, or Facebook/My space. Student-created online repositories of study materials were frequently used.

When students were asked about communication methods with faculty, they agreed that e-mail is effective for asking questions, but communication with a faculty member is the last resort after trying to figure it out with peers. No students wanted to use a scheduled chat room for communication with faculty. They said chat rooms are inefficient and confusing, and it takes too long to get the response to your question. No students wanted to use a discussion thread/forum. Students who want to contact faculty often ask questions between classes or in laboratories.

c. **Online Resources, Including Case Studies**

In general students would like to see clinically oriented case studies that provide integration of content that they have already learned. If case studies are assigned and required, time needs to be allotted in the curriculum and the submission should be worth points. Students were asked which types of online materials they had used, and the most popular (with number of students using, out of 14, in parentheses) were: practice exam questions (14), Web-based tutorials on specific topics (13), online animations (12), online case studies (12). When asked about priority for implementation of new online resources, the highest rated categories were practice exam questions in an interactive format (with explanations), online case studies, online animations, examples of application/problem-solving, activities to practice applying content and improve recall.

**IV. SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS**

**A. Challenges and Benefits of Transition to Blended Learning Model**

In general, faculty are enthusiastic about enhancing content delivery and support the concept of blended learning. Through the discussions in this process a number of challenges to developing more online materials were identified, including:

- Faculty time
- Faculty technology skills
- Understanding of types of online resources most likely to enhance curriculum and individual student learning with or without expansion
- Institutional resources for technology support
- Copyright restrictions and creation or finding appropriate Creative Commons images and diagrams
- Systematic plans for implementation, technical maintenance, updating content materials

Faculty agreed that more online learning materials, created to target difficult concepts and complement lectures, would be very beneficial. The online materials developed for Year 1 medical school courses could also be adapted for use in subsequent years, either as review for students or a framework for delivering more advanced content. It will take more time initially to transition to a blended learning model, but after online materials are created, faculty time could be used more effectively in interactive group formats, with less time spent in large lecture. It was anticipated that the outcome would be enhanced learning by all students in varied environments & from varied backgrounds.

**B. Characteristics and Benefits of Repository for Re-Usable Learning Objects (RLO)**
Discussion of a repository led to preliminary planning of a searchable multimedia database that would contain (1) individual re-usable learning objects (e.g., images, diagrams, animations, digital audio/video lecture recordings) and (2) modules or collections of RLOs for self-instructional use, packaged in different ways for students at different levels of training. The repository would be a source of copyright-free materials for faculty to use in lecture or online modules in multiple courses taught at different medical school levels. Some of the materials would be used directly by students, linked from course websites, as part of the blended curriculum. Individual images, diagrams, or animations could be obtained from Creative Commons materials submitted to sites such as Health Education Assets Library, MedEd Portal, or MERLOT, or could be created by MSU individuals. The existence of an easy-to-use, well-indexed repository would greatly facilitate the faculty efforts to design open educational resources.

C. Outcomes Of BSDLI Process

The student survey results were very important in consideration of prioritizing strategies for blended learning, since there is a constraint on the resources available. As a result of the outcomes of the online survey and the focus group discussions, the emphasis will be on development of online materials that better illustrate difficult concepts, e.g. through animations, and provide students with the opportunity to practice application of concepts in a clinical context as well as better learn concepts and facts with interactive practice questions.

During the year-long process, faculty became more involved in discussions of best practices, sharing ideas, developing intentional strategies for enhancing pedagogy, and working with instructional designers. They became much more aware of the issues of copyright restrictions for online use of materials. Faculty agreed that a searchable multimedia repository of images, re-usable learning objects (animations, online modules, etc.), and lecture recordings would be very valuable in curriculum delivery with online resources. They became more aware of both the challenges and the benefits of moving toward a blended curriculum, and how online resources could be effective in classes at remote sites.
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